Following a previous report on the use of the univariate method of predicting the properties of inbred lines produced by single seed descent, predictions are now reported for two or more characters simultaneously. Bivariate, trivariate and quadrivariate predictions have been made using genetical parameters estimated from F3 and doubled haploid (DH) populations. The additive genetic and phenotypic correlations between pairs of characters were compared for their efficiency in generating predictions. The phenotypic correlations did not appear to result in less accurate predictions.
INTRODUCTION
In a previous paper (Caligari, Powell and Jinks, 1985) it has been shown that genetical parameters obtained from F3 or doubled (DH) families could successfully be used for univariate cross prediction purposes. Although it is important to examine the results for each character independently, breeding programmes are rarely based on single characters.
The proportion of inbred lines satisfying two or more criteria simultaneously cannot be calculated simply as the product of two or more probabilities obtained independently, unless there is no genetic correlation between them. However, Pooni and Jinks (1978) have described procedures whereby joint predictions for two or more characters can be obtained. They showed that only one further parameter was necessary, namely the additive genetic correlation between each pair of characters. Their method is based on the numerical technique of Owen (1956) for estimating bivariate and trivariate probabilities. In this paper genetical parameters estimated from F3 and DH samples are used to calculate bivariate and multivariate probabilities, and the expected frequencies are compared with those observed in single seed descent (SSD) populations. MATERIALS 
AND METHODS
A detailed account of the experiment, from which are derived the results reported, is given in Caligari, Powell and Jinks (1985) so only a brief account is given here. The following 5 pairs of crosses between barley cultivars were studied:
Golden Promise For more than three characters the number of parameters which need to be estimated increases correspondingly. Thus for n characters, n means, n variances and n(n -1)/2 pairwise correlations must he estimated.
The additive genetic correlations were calculated by performing a one way analysis of covariance for each pair of characters. Such an analysis provides the between families and within families covariance. Estimates of the additive genetic component common to a pair of characters can then be obtained from the expected mean products. The additive genetic covariance thus derived can subsequently be used to obtain the additive genetic correlation, e.g. the additive genetic correlation between characters height (Ht) and thousand grain weight (TGW) is obtained as; Additive genetic correlation Additive genetic covariance (Ht/TGW) -
______
The predictions were calculated using a program developed at SCRI which is based on an algorithm by Schervish (1984) quadrivariate proportions of inbreds with scores falling outside the limits set have been obtained for the 16 combinations of interest together with the observed numbers. In this case some of the phenotypic categories agree reasonably well, but for others e.g., Ht> 60; TGW> 50; SPY < 8; AE> 10 the estimated probability of 000708 is clearly disparate from the observed frequency of 4 out of 40 i.e., 010. This pattern of some departures between observed and predicted frequencies was found in all the combinations studied.
An interesting point to emerge during the computation of higher order predictions related to the role of genetic correlations in the prediction equation. The method of calculating genetic correlations based on components of variance and covariance does not restrict the observed distribution to the range -1 to +1 in the normal way. Therefore, correlations greater than one or less As can be seen, an improvement in the correlation between observed and expected is produced when the phenotypic correlations replaces the genetic correlation in the F samples. On the other hand, a lower correlation coefficient is produced in the DH sample when the phenotypic correlation is used in the bivariate prediction equation, though it is not greatly so.
Although the multivariate predictions within a cross are of interest, the concept of ranking crosses is of greater importance to plant breeders, The ranking was examined further with reference to bivariate predictions and is illustrated by considering height (Ht) with six other characters:
By setting standards for the seven characters of interest it is then possible to make comparisons between the five crosses. The five genetical parameters necessary for bivariate predictions together with the seven standards were used to make predictions for the six combinations of characters. Such predictions based on F3 samples and DH samples for the five crosses in each of the four phenotypic classes, were ranked within each phenotypic class. The predicted ranking for each character combination was then compared with the observed ranking in the SSD populations. For this purpose Spearman's rank correlation technique was used. The 24 correlation coefficients obtained, based on F3 data, are given in table 4. In general the correspondence between observed and expected ranking is reasonable hut poor correlations were observed in at least four of the cases. The rank correlation coefficients between the observed and predicted rankings based on DH samples are given in table 5. Low correlation (Caligari el al., 1985) . The predicted rankings of the crosses were regressed against the means (m1 and m2), variances (D1 and D2) and the additive genetic correlation (D12) calculated from the SSD populations. The coefficients of determination (R2) calculated from the regression analyses are given in table 6. With certain exceptions the R2's are relatively low and the predicted rankings would appear to depend on all three genetic components i.e., means, variances and correlations.
The bivariate prediction methods outlined in this paper involved the calculation of five genetic parameters and all five parameters appear to be necessary to obtain accurate predictions. Therefore the method involves a number of computational tasks which in some cases e.g., l-lt/TGW, do not result in very accurate rankings of crosses. Under such circumstnaces perhaps a compromise to achieve simplicity may he justified. The simplest approach to prediction is to calculate the observed proportion of lines falling into each of the four bivariate phenotypic classes in the F3 and DH samples. It is then possible to rank the crosses based simply on the proportions observed in both the samples. Rank correlation coefficients can subsequently be used to compare the predicted and observed rankings. 
